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There is another important matter that I want to talk to you about at the JFK Library related to Judy 

Campbell.To:	Michelle Combs/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy Gunn/ARRBFrom:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBDate:	07/14/97 09:04:47 AMSubject: 	Re: JFK Library Follow-upMichelle:Thank you for your 

response.I agree that I should review the EHU's with postponements and preview the AR's with 

postponements.  Hopefully, a regular presence from the Board will have an influence on them to keep things 

moving and give you an idea of what is coming from the Library.I will call you later today to try and schedule a 

time when you and Jeremy can talk to me about the documents.Tom   To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	David 

Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy Gunn/ARRBFrom:	Michelle Combs/ARRBDate:	07/11/97 04:37:01 PMSubject: 	Re: 

JFK Library Follow-upThe Library has not yet sent any documents to the Board.  They promised to have them 

ready by the September meeting (Sept.17).  I spoke to Jeremy and suggested that you might look through the 

EHU's with postponements and preview the AR's with postponements.  You are probably in a better position 

to make some judgements as to whether the postponements are likely to hold up with the Board and what the 

staff's recommendation should be.  Also, given the two month lead time, I would appreciate some sense as to 

how many records we should expect, when they might arrive, and what is being postponed, and what type of 

records are they?  If you have the time, this could be a useful exercise which should save us a great deal of 

time in September.If you want to talk about the documents, give Jeremy or I a call.     Thanks
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